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“Skyline“ – the original was designed by ZIEHER in 2009. 
For the past ten years this buffet system allows a maxi
mum of flexibility and timeless elegance for exclusive 
buffet presentations.
Emerged by the spectacular optics, which reminds vague 
to the silhouette of skyscrapers, “Skyline” in addition 
offers an extensive functionality up to the optionally 
available and fully integrable illumination. So this unique 
buffet system leaves nothing to be desired. A big 
advantage of this series is the time saving in preparation 
of a buffet achieved by the flexible, uncomplicated and 
simple installation.All information about “Skyline” can be found in the main catalog on page 14 

10 years of “Skyline” –
 the original since 2009!
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small glass bowl
borosilicate glass, handblown, round,  
for small bowl/basket “Reef“ Item 2318

“Reef” “Splash”

structured smooth

The items of the “Reef” series are true highlights of table culture !

The sprawling XXL bowl combines filigree structures with impressive dimensions. 
Made of higrade pewter alloy, innumerable fine ramifications unite to a shapely 
ensemble and provide the necessary stability along with a minimum of weight.

This design allows an unobstructed view on the content of the bowl and forms 
a noble frame to stage in particular fruit and other delicacies in an extravagant 
way. The surface of the bowl is polished on the inside whereas in contrast the 
outside is outstanding by its coralline structure.

The antipole to size and structure of the XXL bowl is formed by the small pre
sentation baskets which, equipped with different miniatures made of coloured or 
clear glass, provide a charming presentation of Amuse bouches.

More items of the “Reef” series can be found in our main catalog on page 62 to 64.

The “Splash” – effect
Dynamics of movement – solidified to a statue! The bowls of the “Splash” series 
spread a very special flair by their playful optics. Whether used as fruit bowl in 
the big, for Amuse gueule / culinary delights in the small or as decorative deposit 
place in all varieties, “Splash” sets a charming course at the table and for interiors.
The bowls are made of solid tin alloy, manually assembled of numerous single 
components and elaborately refined. Knobbed feet at the bottom side guarantee 
a safe stand.

Item Ø / height in cm content in l PU
4930 7/5 approx 0.14 24 pcs.

item l x w x h in cm PU
4859.07 white 6 pcs.
4860.07 black 6 pcs.

small glass bowl
glass, 2 layers, handmade, heavy quality,  
Ø 7 cm, 4.5 cm high, approx. 0.08 l content,  
for small bowl/basket “Reef“ Item 2318

small bowl/basket “Reef“
pewter, smooth outside, round, foodsafe,  
not dishwashersafe, with supporting feet,  
for small glass bowl item 4859.07, 4860.07 and 4930 
(please order separately)

item Ø in cm height in cm PU
2318 8 5 2 pcs.

bowl/basket “Reef“
pewter, structured and patinated outside, foodsafe, 
not dishwashersafe, with supporting feet

item l x w x h in cm
2337 100x24x30

bowl “Splash“
pewter, hammered finish, polished, round, flat,  
foodsafe, not dishwashersafe, with supporting feet

bowl “Splash“
in black gift box

item Ø/height in cm inside usable area Ø in cm
2340.15 15/5 6
2340.22 22.5/5.5 13
2340.28 28/6:5 19
2340.38 38/8 29

item Ø/height in cm inside usable area Ø in cm
2340.15PB 15/5 6
2340.22PB 22.5/5.5 13
2340.28PB 28/6.5 19
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“Medusa”“FlowerTree”

etagere “Flower-Tree“
massive stainless steel 18/10,  
smooth surface, polished, 13/25 miniature plates 
(approx. 9 cm x 7.5 cm), Ø 29 cm

item height in cm
2208.13 51.5
2208.25 71

etagere “Flower-Tree“
in black gift box

item height in cm
2208.13PB 51.5

bowl “Medusa“
massive stainless steel 18/10,  
organic shape, hammered finish, polished

item l x w x h in cm
2120.15 15.5x15.5x14
2120.25 25.5x25x16.5
2120.38 38x38x23

bowl “Medusa“
in black gift box

item l x w x h in cm
2120.15PB 15.5x15.5x14
2120.25PB 25.5x25x16.5

The plateau plates are available on page 89  
of the main catalogue.

“Medusa“ – risen from the deep-sea
These organically shaped bowls appear like creatures of the sea which float si
lently through the depth of the ocean. Even if the tentacles, modeled in numer
ous process steps, appear very filigree but form nevertheless form a safe base. 
Despite the solid stainless steel, these hammered bowls award a natural airiness 
and an almost floating impression.

“Medusa” offers the perfect frame for all sorts of seafood or extravagantly pre
sented salads and desserts. Even as a decorative storage space the bowls cut a 
good figure.

„Flower-Tree“ – a tree to dream of!
On 13 resp. 25 levels, these trees offer the possibility to present and showcase 
finger food, Petit Fours and other delicacies. Also a selection of jam in handy jars 
can be presented in an appealing way as well as fresh apples which, placed on the  
leaves, invite to take one. These masterpieces of craftsmanship also accentuate 
the beauty of each lobby by its decorative character.

The shape of the leafs is based on the already existing plateau plates and “Flower 
Tower”etageres (Main catalogue page 8689). Especially on the buffet this opens 
up the option to arrange the buffet installations diversified but nevertheless 
harmoniously and variable.

The trees are completely made of stainless steel and are carefully polished to a 
high finish. The 8 mm thick foot creates a perfect base and guarantees a firm stand.
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Set impulses!
The “Pulsar” series is predestinated for starters, intermediate courses or desserts.

The surface of the mattblack or white glaced plates made of porcelain (main 
catalog page 140) is reminiscent of the playful waves created on a smooth lake 
after a stone´s throw. This popular series is now extended by another optically 
attractive but also functional plate.

This new version made of grey glass clearly offers more space for the staging of 
dishes by a reduction of the waves. A stylish extension for a plus in creativity!

“Pulsar”Buffet bowls

The wine glass series VISION is available 
as of page 194 in the main catalogue.

Design: Grace Liu, Jian Ping Li

platter/plate “Pulsar”
glass, dark grey, 6mm thick,   
suitable for cloches items 4880.18 and 4880.26

Item Ø in cm PU
5190 31.5 1 pc.

More sizes of the glass cloches can be found in the main catalogue on page 177.

glass cloche
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown, 
handmade, for platter/plate “Pulsar” item 5190

Item Ø in cm height in cm
4880.18 18.5 approx. 2932
4880.26 26 approx. 4144

bowl
massive stainless steel 18/10,  
lengthwise, hammered finish, six times polished

Item l x w x h in cm
2116.32 32x12.5x5
2116.41 41x15.5x6.5
2116.71 71.5x22.5x11

Item 2130  
with stripes.

tray
massive stainless steel 18/10,  
oval, hammered finish, polished

bowl
massive stainless steel 18/10, oblong, striped 
decoration, hammered finish, six times polished

Item l x w x h in cm
2130 40 x 20 x 6

presentation tray/buffet bowl
massive stainless steel 18/10,  
hammered finish, polished,  
incl. removable pedestal for inclined placement

Item l x w x h in cm l x w x h in cm without ped.
2123 97x19x20 97x19x6

Item l x w in cm
2125.24 24 x 20
2125.36 36 x 30

Item 2125.24
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“Star”

decanter/carafe “Star”
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown

item Ø in cm height in cm content (bowl) in l
4947 15.5 32 approx. 1.8

decanter/carafe “Star” with base
delivery contains:  
1 decanter/carafe “Star“  
borosilicate glass, Ø 15.5 cm, height 32 cm,  
content bowl approx. 1.8 l 
1 base ring 
silicone, black, Ø 13.4 cm
1 set in black gift box

item PU
4948.PB 1 set (2 parts)

GIFT BOX

decanter drying rack “Stablo“
stainless steel 18/10, polished, 8 mm thick, with 6 anti
slip rubber caps, suitable for decanters “Star” (item 
4947), “Eddy” item 4883 (main catalogue page 192) 
and “Pebble” item 4890 (main catalogue page 201)

item Ø top/bottom in cm height in cm PU
8014.20PB 15/23 20 1 pc

decanter/carafe “Star”–mini
borosilicate glass, transparent, handblown

decanter/carafe “Star”–mini
in black gift box

item Ø in cm height in cm content (bowl) in l
4945 11.5 24 approx. 0.7

item Ø in cm height in cm content (bowl) in l
4945.PB 11.5 24 approx. 0.7

GIFT BOX

GIFT BOX

decanter/carafe “Star”–mini 
with VISION “Straight“
delivery contains  
1 decanter/carafe “Star“–mini 
borosilicate glass, Ø 11.5 cm, height 24 cm,  
content bowl approx. 0.7 l 
2 wine glasses VISION “Straight“ 
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown, 
Ø 9 cm, height 27 cm, content 540 ml
1 set in black gift box

item PU
4946.PB 1 set (3 parts)

“Star” – mini

Please note: 
The ideal charge to 

provide a maximum of 
oxygen is 0.375 ltr.

The wine glass series VISION  
is available as of page 194  

in the main catalogue.

Uniqueness in practice 
Many decanters provide a fast but completely unbalanced development of wines, as 

they develop only by a macrooxidation on the surface. It’s more balanced and harmonic 
to implement the necessary oxygen in a very soft and gentle way. 

The filigree rays of the centric star animate the served wine to a very soft enhancement. Dur
ing the slewing the oxygen is mildly folded in and integrated into the wine. Thus the wine starts 

to develop on its own terms and not – as with other decanters – just on the surface. 

The swirling of the wine is fascinating to look at and helps to harmonize the acid and to synchronize differ
ent levels of aroma though a threedimensional development.

By using borosilicate glass as raw material for this decanter, which stands out by its extremely smooth surface, another 
highly pleasant effect was created: the aromatic molecules are not expelled from the wine but allow to present themselves 
completely within the wine glass. The aerated wine becomes extremely balanced, carefully crafted and centered. An addi
tional value which is simply priceless!“

Silvio Nitzsche, WEIN|KULTUR|BAR Dresden 

The art of decanting
The decanter ”Star“ synergizes the aesthetics 
of a unique copy with the functionality of a pro
fessional tool for vinophile pleasure. The individ
ual star raises each carafe to an exceptional piece. 
This artfully created centerpiece becomes a unique ele
ment in an excessively complex multistage process. This is 
pure luxury in our uniform world because not a single “Star” is of 
the same kind.

The small ”Star“  mini is particularly suitable for 
the decantation of open wines or small bottles. 
The ideal charge to provide a maximum of oxy
gen is 0.375 ltr. The reduced size allows to de
cant white wines and still to temper them in wine 
coolers. Also for dessert wines, the staging of in
novative highend cocktails, flavoured spirits, to 
the point of exotic juices – this unique product is 
the perfect solution.

The big ”Star“ has a recessed grip at the bottom 
which improves the swirl during filling and slewing. 
On the other hand it guarantees a safe handling and 
firm stand while serving the wine. A black silicone 
collar enclosed in the present box offers an attrac
tive base and allows inclined positioning of the de
canter.

The wine glass series VISION  
is available as of page 194  

in the main catalogue.

recessed grip at the bottom
for better handling!
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Spot on!
This new version of the basic ring for the “Eddy” (item 4883) and “Star” (item 4947) decanters offers the chance to put 
served wine into the spotlight.

The rechargeable Zieher LEDlight (item 8150) fits exactly into the cavity at the bottom part of the ring and thus can put 
the served wine inside the decanter into the limelight. In the beginning the illumination effect in the filled decanter can 
be very unobtrusive when serving strongly pigmented red wine . But at a decreasing level the play of light and colours 
becomes more and more intense in an exciting way. These accessories are also suitable to illuminate glass bowls and – plat
ters. In combination with the ring, the LEDlight and remote control still maintain their known options, such as adjustable 
brightness, 7 different colours and various colour changing functions. Detailled information about the Zieher rechargeable 
LEDlight can be found on page 41 of the main catalogue. All components (ring, light, remote control and charger) are avail
able either as single parts or as a set in a gift box.

Attention please! 
The chargers in the gift box are equipped with a EU plug, chargers with US resp. UK plugs are available upon request.

You will find our complete range  
in the main catalogue 2019.

Order your copy now!

interactive 
catalogue

zieher.com catalogue

basic ring with LED-light
set consists of:
ring made of silicone, black
rechargeable LED-light incl. charging device EU 
and remote control
1 set in black gift box

pedestal/ring, illuminated
silicone, black, Ø 15.2 cm, optionally available 
pedestal for positioning the decanter  

“Star” item 4947 and “Eddy” item 4883 at an angle,  
suitable for rechargeable LEDlight item 8150

Item Ø in cm height in cm
4679.S 15.2 5.5

Item PU
8153.01PB 1 Set (4 parts)

Zieher KG 
Kulmbacher Str. 15 
95502 Himmelkron 
GERMANY

Phone: +49 9273/92 73 30 
Fax: +49 9273/92 73 74 

info@zieher.com 
WWW.ZIEHER.COM

basic ring with LEDlight

Please find here  
a detailed description  

of the rechargeable LEDs  
in PDF format.


